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6 FEBRUARY 2023 

 

Submission to the National Reconstruction Fund  

Transforming and decarbonising Australia’s manufacturing 

Recommendations: 

Recommendation 1: Ensure funded projects will not harm nature, deliver benefits for nature and people, include free, prior 

and informed consent from Traditional Custodians, and that First Nations Peoples should benefit from developments on 

their Country.  

Recommendation 2: Include energy efficiency and demand side innovations in the renewables and low-emission 

technologies priority. 

Recommendation 3: Include conditions that incentivise consideration of a circular economy in innovation design. 

Recommendation 4: Develop an industry development plan to provide direct and indirect support to local electric EV 

manufacturers (all segments) including by setting a target to transition Australia’s bus fleets, and electrify regional and 

freight rail, and powering these networks with renewable energy. 

Recommendation 5: Work with the High Speed Rail Authority, the Office of National Rail Industry Coordination 

(ONRIC) to develop high speed rail and associated markets for Australian manufactured high speed trains, components, 

and infrastructure. This should be done in partnership with unions, environmental and community organisations to 

ensure social license of impacted communities.  

Recommendation 6: Australia to develop critical minerals strategy, including local processing capacity, incentivising new 

mines to develop domestic refineries. Mining and processing should include best practice, environmental protection, and 

community engagement. 

Recommendation 7: Establish specific investment outcomes, including as decarbonisation, reducing resource use, local 

staff, local and first nations procurement supporting local universities and business, including keeping intellectual 

property in Australia. 

Recommendation 8: Include decarbonisation as a condition of finance, including not financing new coal and gas related 

industries. 

Recommendation 9: that any funds from the National Reconstruction Fund provided to Safeguard Mechanism 

Participants only incentivise genuine investment in clean technologies by Australia’s major industrial emitters and not 

be used to fund new fossil fuel technologies or extending fossil fuel use. 

Recommendation 10: Governance policies and regulation should be developed to reduce risks related to political 

interference, GHG targets, sustainability, and nature impacts. This includes the board being made of professionals with a 

clear mandate for sustainability and economic fairness, and community representatives holding them to account. 

Recommendation 11: Provide additional funding for universities and other research institutions (such as CSIRO, Bureau 

of Meteorology, etc.) to scale research and new academic curriculum. Attract “high potential” PhD candidates by 

proving government sponsored scholarships in targeted clean energy research areas, linking a portion of scholarships to 

industry collaboration. 
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Recommendation 12: That the NZET continues to meet, and ensure relevant minsters have line of site of all new funds, 

programs, agencies and policies implemented to transition the Australian economy.  

Recommendation 13: Federal Government work with state and local governments to improve procurement policies to help 

drive markets in Australian zero carbon manufacturing. 

Recommendation 14: The Federal government establish industrial, commercial and residential energy efficiency and 

performance auditing and retrofit programs as part of its National Energy Performance Strategy to create markets for 

renewable energy and energy efficiency manufacturing. 

Recommendation 15: The Federal Government commit to the development of a 1.5 degree aligned National Clean Exports 

Strategy.  

Recommendation 16: The Federal and State Governments to consult with Industry, communities, and environmental 

organisations to improve approvals frameworks, processes and resourcing, while also improving environmental and social 

impact processes and resourcing. 

Recommendation 17: The federal government should develop a targeted workplace and skills strategy, including national 

and regional skills assessment, subsidies for retraining at university and certificate level courses, to ensure there is a 

sufficient pipeline of local and international workers and students trained in the critical minerals, modern manufacturing 

and ensure there is the workforce in place to meet the increased demand. 

Recommendation 18: Explore safe pathways for international students to return to Australia. Retain global talent by 

scaling new visas/work permits/pathways for “high-potential” individuals in areas where there is high demand and low 

domestic expertise. 

Recommendation 19: Establish a Transition Authority 

Introduction 

Recommendation 1: Ensure funded projects will not harm nature, deliver benefits for nature and people, 

include free, prior and informed consent from Traditional Custodians, and that First Nations Peoples 

should benefit from developments on their Country.  

ACF is Australia's national environment organisation. We are over 700,000 people who speak out for the 

air we breathe, the water we drink, and the places and wildlife we love. We are proudly independent, 

non-partisan and funded by donations from our community. The Australian Conservation Foundation 

(ACF) welcomes the opportunity to make a submission to the National Reconstruction Fund. The social, 

physical, and economic impacts of climate change and the economic transition mean that Australia faces 

an increasingly urgent task to transform to a modern decarbonised economy. This must occur while the 

rest of the world is also decarbonising, meaning there is both competition for supply chains and great 

economic development and export opportunity. Australia’s abundance of renewable energy resources 

presents an opportunity to decarbonise manufacturing and other industries. However, this build must 

not harm nature, but deliver benefits for nature and people and have free, prior, and informed consent 

from Traditional Custodians. Failure to do so may risk the social license of the manufacturing industries 

we’re trying to grow. 
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The world is on a very dangerous global warming trajectory and every fraction of a degree puts 

Australians at greater risk. Australia has made an outsized contribution to the problem, at times 

registering the highest per capita emissions in the developed world (University of Melbourne 2022), yet 

Australia also has an abundance of solutions at our fingertips, including some of the world’s best 

renewable energy resources and critical minerals. Australia can and must step up. This includes 

Australia’s industrial and manufacturing sectors, which have been shielded from emissions reduction 

obligations for over a decade.  

Australian industry needs to completely decarbonise, while creating secure, well-paid jobs, and secure 

future prosperity. Australian governments, agencies and industry also needs to ensure our exports are 

decarbonised, and not placed at risk as our trading partners also decarbonise. The National 

Reconstruction Fund is the first step in Labor’s plan to rebuild Australia’s industrial base. The $15 billion 

fund aims to diversify and transform Australian industries to secure future prosperity and drive 

sustainable economic growth. 

Among Australia’s top 10 exported goods, which together represent 60% of total export value, 97% are 

either fossil fuels, products with high embodied emissions, or inputs into high--emissions processes. 

Australia’s exports are emissions processes (Accenture 2021). These exports are at risk from carbon 

pricing from our trade partners. 

The Carbon Market Institute estimates that 80% of the value of Australia’s major exports are exposed to 

jurisdictions with carbon pricing mechanisms implemented or in development. The European Union’s 

carbon border adjustment mechanism (CBAM) for example flags significant implications for Australian 

exports. Global investors are also increasingly considering the carbon profiles of economies and 

companies in their investments, while many Australian corporations have decarbonisation goals. 

Of the National Reconstruction Fund’s $15 billion, investment of up to $3 billion aims to support 

renewables manufacturing and the deployment of low-emissions technologies, ensure secure jobs, 

targeting regions undergoing rapid change, enabling them to capitalise on the nation’s natural resources. 

To be successful, industry needs a robust framework that provides the right drivers and access to 

funding mechanisms. This requires climate leadership. 

Priority Areas 

The Government is seeking input to inform further definition of the seven priority areas of the 

Australian economy: 

• Renewables and low-emission technologies: Pursue commercial opportunities including from: 

o components for wind turbines 

o production of batteries and solar panels 
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o new livestock feed to reduce methane emissions 

o modernising steel and aluminium 

o hydrogen electrolysers 

o innovative packaging solutions to reduce waste. 

• Medical science: Leverage Australia’s world-leading research to provide essential supplies such 

as medical devices, personal protective equipment, medicines, and vaccines. 

• Transport: Develop capabilities in transport manufacturing and supply chains including for cars, 

trains, and shipbuilding. 

• Value-add in the agriculture, forestry, and fisheries sectors: Unlock potential and value add to 

raw materials in sectors like food processing, textiles, clothing and footwear manufacturing. 

• Value-add in resources: Expand Australia’s mining science technology, and ensure a greater 

share of raw materials extracted are processed domestically. For example, high-purity alumina 

from red mud in bauxite processing or lithium processing for batteries. 

• Defence capability: Maximise sourcing of requirements from Australian suppliers employing 

Australian workers, whether they be technology, infrastructure, or skills. 

• Enabling capabilities: Support key enabling capabilities across engineering, data science, 

software development – including in areas such as fintech, edtech, artificial intelligence, robotics 

and quantum. 

 

Questions 

•  The Government is seeking input to inform further definition of the seven priority areas of the Australian 

economy. 

•  What types of projects or investments should the Government direct the NRF to focus on, or not invest in, 

within each of the seven priority areas to achieve the NRF’s purpose? 

•  How should industry ‘transformation’ and ‘diversification’ be defined and measured for each of the seven 

priority areas? 

•  How should ‘value add’ be defined and measured in relation to relevant priority areas? 

•  How much detail should be provided on each of the priority areas? How should greater detail and the need for 

flexibility be balanced? 

Renewables and low-emission technologies  

Recommendation 2: Include energy efficiency and demand side innovations in the renewables and low-

emission technologies priority. 

 

Lower cost renewable energy holds the potential for a renaissance of Australian manufacturing, with the 

potential for Australia to produce at scale a range of renewable energy products, including batteries, 

wind turbine parts, solar panels, and biofuels (TNI 2022). Other areas than could be included include 

manufacturing of industrial heat processes with a significant opportunity in energy efficiency and 
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electrification. Electrical heating technologies provide a fast route to high efficiency, as they can halve 

the heat energy input to many industrial processes (BZE 2020). We can significantly reduce emissions 

from industrial heat processes by electrifying Australian industry, with the main opportunity being 

replacing gas-fired boilers with industrial heat pumps, electromagnetic heating systems, electrical 

resistance, and electric arcs (BZE 2018). Compared to gas boilers, electric heating systems can allow more 

precise temperature, rather than overheating and energy wastage, improved transfer to materials being 

heated and more immediate. Heat pumps also have a coefficient of performance of 3 to 7 as they take 

heat from the environment rather than relying on heat content of the fuel. BZE (2018) gives the example 

of plastic recycling consuming less than 5% of the energy required to make virgin plastic using electric 

furnaces. While noting the intention of the NRF is not to invest in business-as-usual projects, priority 

areas should be defined such that demand side solutions and emission reductions are included.  

While ACF encourages support for renewable energy, we note that buildings, transport, industry and 

manufacturing all need to prioritise energy efficiency and demand side solutions to then make the best 

use of renewable energy and flexible grid services. Adopting the principle of ‘energy efficiency first’ 

ensures that Australia’s energy strategies, policies and markets deliver the right mix of energy supply 

and energy management. The energy hierarchy, for example, would prevent relying on renewable 

generation alone to reach zero carbon, when energy efficiency would contribute to the same outcome, 

while also reducing energy demand, reducing costs and potentially be more equitable as not every 

business, home or community can easily access renewable energy. Industrial, commercial and residential 

energy efficiency services and technologies will see increased demand with the range policies and 

programs contributing to achieving Australia’s climate targets, as well as export opportunities. The 

Queensland Government for example, has recently announced minimal programs in its Energy and Jobs 

Plan (Queensland Government 2022), giving $7.1 million energy efficiency grant program for 

manufacturing and small and medium enterprises. The manufacturing program relies on changes to 

Queensland local government legislation allowing Environmental Upgrade Agreements (EUAs) that 

require third party financing beyond $7.1 million. The ERF could support local manufacturing to service 

state based schemes (i.e. provide additional third party financing of existing state based schemes). 

 

Australia has the highest average solar radiation per square metre of any continent in the world and is 

already the world’s largest miner of lithium, a key input into batteries. Australia is the largest producer 

of some of the most important materials for industrial development and decarbonisation (including iron 

ore, copper and bauxite), which we are well placed to process with renewable energy. However, 

Australia has a small manufacturing base in battery assembly, with downstream production of batteries 

currently worth $0.3 billion (expected to reach $432 billion by 2040) (Accenture 2021). Nonetheless, 

positive steps are already being taken towards a local battery manufacturing industry, for example the 

feasibility study for the proposed Townsville 18GWh lithium-ion battery manufacturing factory, the 

Australian Made Battery Plan, the National Battery Strategy, the Battery Manufacturing Precinct in 

Queensland, and the Powering Australia Industry Growth Centre. 
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Over the next decade, battery production improvements are expected to be more modest, with price 

forecast to fall 58% from 2020 to 2030, compared to more dramatic reductions of 88% between 2010 and 

2020. The slowing price reductions indicates the industry is now at an inflection point - most cost 

savings have been achieved, and further savings will be more difficult. This greater stability in the cost 

of technology however makes it more attractive for investors and suggests the importance of this 

moment for industry development. Nonetheless, Australia will need to be globally competitive on cost 

(including raw materials, labour, energy, and others) to scale a domestic batteries manufacturing 

industry. Australia has cost advantages from its dominant role in the extraction of raw materials. While 

relatively high to the global average, labour costs are comparable to those of our OECD peers such as 

Germany, Japan or South Korea - each of which are growing their own battery industry. Availability of 

skilled labour is likely to be a greater barrier than cost. 

 

While state governments have announced battery manufacturing and support policies or consultations, 

there is an opportunity for a more co-ordinated national approach to enable focused investment in 

batteries research and commercialisation, improve coordination across supply chains, and define 

pathways to develop a globally trusted Australian batteries. 

Circular Economy  

Recommendation 3: Include conditions that incentivise consideration of a circular economy in 

innovation design. 

A Ministerial Advisory Group on the Circular Economy was announced at the Circularity 2022 

Conference in Sydney, stating that it has been established to guide Australia as it transitions to a circular 

economy by 2030. A share of the global demand for critical minerals will be provided through recycling 

of existing metals, materials separation and processing and component manufacturing, and this 

recycling is likely to be most economically performed domestically where the metals have been used. 

While there is a clear opportunity for wind, solar and battery manufacturing, all renewable and low 

emission technology manufacturing needs to include circular economies and design thinking to ensure 

we don’t end up with waste issuers downstream.  

Transport 

Recommendation 4: Develop an industry development plan to provide direct and indirect support to 

local electric EV manufacturers (all segments) including by setting a target to transition Australia’s bus 

fleets, and electrify regional and freight rail, and powering these networks with renewable energy. 

The International Energy Agency (IEA) predicts a rapid increase in EV sales, increasing more than 7 fold 

from 2020 to 2040 (IEA 2021). The National Reconstruction Fund sets aside $1 billion for value-adding to 
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resources and support targeted investments in transport, including enabling more EV models to provide 

battery storage for homes, neighbourhoods and the broader electricity grid. The first Annual Climate 

Change Statement (Australian Government 2022) suggests Australia’s local heavy vehicle manufacturing 

industries could transition to producing zero-emissions vehicles with the assistance of the National 

Reconstruction Fund, and that electric vehicle technology is less advanced for heavy than for light 

vehicles, and fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) are only beginning to enter production at scale. 

The NRF transport priority area should aim to increase local manufacturing of electric vehicles 

manufactured, charging infrastructure and EV components. This includes manufacturing for 

secondhand vehicle upgrades, which would support the government’s own ambition of providing 

vehicles through a secondhand market via ex government cars. Support should only apply to battery 

electric vehicles (BEVs) over plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV), as they still require fossil fuels and 

slow down the rate of decarbonisation. Consideration would of course need to be made of vehicles 

safety standards, and ensuring that there are mechanisms for consumer protections such as recall notices 

reaching the purchaser. 

While all segments need to contribute to the decarbonisation of transport if we are to get to net zero 

carbon, ACF acknowledges that decarbonisation of heavy vehicles is likely to be more difficult than 

other transport sectors. Transitioning Australia’s heavy vehicle and bus fleets to electric represents an 

opportunity to reduce congestion, air and noise pollution in cities, provide affordable access to 

transport, support local manufacturing of electric heavy vehicles buses as well as reducing greenhouse 

gas emissions. ACF supports the business community’s calls to support manufacturing through an 

industry development plan reaching into the regions and suburbs. Such a plan would also consider 

priority segments and financing mechanisms to support business access to EVs of all segments to 

encourage market growth. 

Australia’s budding electric bus manufacturing industry will provide an opportunity not only for local 

manufacturing jobs, but to drive down the pollution from our current bus fleets. For example, Nexport, 

Australia’s largest producer of zero emissions buses, is already expanding near Sydney due to high 

demand. While states (e.g., NSW) have supported electric bus manufacturing with their own targets to 

transition to electric, there is much more that should be done to speed up the transition to clean buses 

while growing a new manufacturing opportunity.  

It is recommended that the Federal government consider developing a national EV industry 

development plan that includes manufacturing and assembly for all segments. This should include 

funding to stimulate investment across the full EV value chain, critical mineral mining, processing & 

refining, and enable component and vehicle manufacturing, reuse and recycling. This would have the 

added benefit of leveraging the economic opportunity to create thousands of new jobs. 
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Recommendation 5: Work with the High Speed Rail Authority, the Office of National Rail Industry 

Coordination (ONRIC) to develop high speed rail and associated markets for Australian manufactured 

high speed trains, components, and infrastructure. This should be done in partnership with unions, 

environmental and community organisations to ensure social license of impacted communities.  

The federal government has discussed using the NRF to manufacture trains, trams and buses. These 

vehicles require a market. The federal government needs to enable increased rail between all capital 

cities, especially Melbourne-Sydney-Brisbane, which is known to have one of the busiest aviation routes 

in the world.1 The federal government has also recently established the High Speed Rail Authority to 

develop a high speed rail along Australia’s east coast. The initial high-speed train connection between 

Newcastle to Sydney provides an easy entry to develop the manufacturing industry. 

ACF are delighted to see support for a high speed rail, and that the 2022-23 October Budget included 

$14.2 million to establish the National Rail Manufacturing Plan and create several bodies to support local 

jobs and rail manufacturing capability, helping to drive a national approach to facilitate local 

manufacturing and procurement. However, effort will be required to limit any negative effects on 

communities, such as making use of existing road and rail corridors to minimise the need for acquiring 

properties, and providing noise/visual screens when passing through built-up areas (BZE 2014), 

improving mobility and social participation for vulnerable households, cultural heritage, such as world 

heritage areas, and to the surrounding environment, such as land clearing, habitat disturbance and 

interference with water flows, based on the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 

(EPBC) Act 1999. 

Value-add in resources.  

Recommendation 6: Australia to develop critical minerals strategy, including local processing capacity, 

incentivising new mines to develop domestic refineries. Mining and processing should include best 

practice, environmental protection, and community engagement. 

China is currently responsible for around 89% of the world's raw material refining and 50% of the 

world's cell manufacturing in the batteries manufacturing value chain, while Japan is responsible for 

53% of the world's component assembly. Meanwhile Australia is responsible for 50% of raw materials 

mining. Rather than developing new technologies to green critical mineral mining, existing processes 

must be electrified, and the source of energy must be swapped to renewables. IEA Net Zero by 2050 

 

 

 

 
1 https://everestviewtravels.com.au/melbourne-sydney-named-worlds-second-busiest-route-with-54519-flights-a-
year/  

https://everestviewtravels.com.au/melbourne-sydney-named-worlds-second-busiest-route-with-54519-flights-a-year/
https://everestviewtravels.com.au/melbourne-sydney-named-worlds-second-busiest-route-with-54519-flights-a-year/
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scenario (IEA 2021) predicts significant increase in global demand of critical minerals in 2040 by as much 

as 6 times 2020 levels. However, refining technologies will need to be developed for Australia to capture 

the additional value add. Australia has existing mining expertise that has the capacity to be expanded, 

but we need to act quickly to capture this opportunity. 

Australia has the minerals needed for low-carbon technologies including for electrical vehicles, battery 

storage and solar panels, and is the largest producer of some of the most important materials for 

industrial development and decarbonisation (Accenture 2021). We are well placed to play a significant 

role in the mining and refining of lithium, copper, nickel, cobalt, and rare earth elements. We are 

currently one of the largest producers of lithium and cobalt, and have a significant proportion of global 

economic reserves (Australia has 22% of the known economic reserves of lithium, 20% of cobalt reserves, 

21% of nickel reserves, 20% of copper reserves and 2% of rare earth elements reserves (Austrade 2020, 

cited in Accenture 2021)). We are the sunniest and windiest country in the world. Our abundance of 

critical minerals and skilled ready-to-go workforce provides an attractive opportunity for Australia 

given the dramatic increase in demand through to 2040. At the same time, large global markets with 

which we have strong trade relationships, like Japan and Korea, are looking to decarbonise rapidly. 

Australia can provide them with the renewable-powered goods and services they need. However, 

Australia does not currently have significant existing facilities or expertise to scale up refining to capture 

total value add and would require significant investment, policy, and training to develop this industry 

(Accenture 2021). Policies that encourage the research and development of new methods of extracting 

and refining minerals using renewables will improve Australia’s competitiveness and energy efficiency 

in the extraction and refining process. Australian specific R&D could develop processes for Australian-

specific minerals that differ in composition to other countries. This expertise would enhance Australia’s 

local extraction industry.  

The Critical Minerals Strategy should develop best practice guidance on nature protection for mining 

and mine infrastructure, and mine rehabilitation. Initiation of development proposals should be 

informed by early identification and assessment of environmental values. Projects should meet or exceed 

standards for environmental protection required for other development. Environmental impacts include 

biodiversity loss, land use change, water depletion and pollution, waste related contamination, and air 

pollution. Failure to manage environmental and social impacts from minerals development will slow 

clean energy transitions through losing social license. 
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Investment Mandate 

Questions 

Investment needs and opportunities 

•  What are the opportunities for value-add, growth and diversification in each of the priority areas? 

•  What are the manufacturing capabilities needed to support each priority area? 

•  What are other capabilities needed to support each priority area? 

•  What are the strategic priorities for supply chains / enabling inputs in each priority area? 

•  How can the NRF help build or encourage stronger pathways for Australian developed innovation and 

research, and encourage additional private investment in priority areas? 

•  How could the NRF consider Government policy priorities in performing its investment function? 

Recommendation 7: Establish specific investment outcomes, including as decarbonisation, reducing 

resource use, local staff, local and first nations procurement supporting local universities and business, 

including keeping intellectual property in Australia. 

Of the $15 billion, $3 billion, or 20%, will be spent on renewables and low emissions technologies. 

Nonpriority areas accessing the NRF (remaining $7 billion) providing it follows the Investment 

Mandate. While the intention is not to contribute to or ban specific investments, the investment mandate 

needs to be clear about specific outcomes. Some principles could be set, such as decarbonisation, 

reducing resource use, supporting local universities and business, FN procurement (such as Supply 

Nation,2 innovative business models, and keeping IP in Australia. Australia must be a country that 

develops our own industrial and manufacturing capabilities. Decarbonisation outcomes will ensure NRF 

presents the opportunity to include conditions of finance that require recipients to purchase government 

accredited Greenpower or offtake agreements with renewable energy generators, furthering the market 

for Australian services and manufactured goods. 

Decarbonisation 

Recommendation 8: Include decarbonisation as a condition of finance, including not financing new coal 

and gas related industries. 

The Australian government has committed to 43% emission reductions compared to 2005 by 2030 and 

net zero by 2050, as well as 82% renewable energy by 2030. We know that replacing fossil fuels with low-

emissions electricity in is one of the most important drivers of emissions reductions in the NZE scenario, 

 

 

 

 
2 https://supplynation.org.au  

https://supplynation.org.au/
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and that no new fossil fuel development and exploration is required to remain within 1.5C above pre-

industrial levels, that is, there cannot be any investment in new coal or gas generation (IEA 2021). This 

will require significant investment to ensure our grid and our biggest energy users and emitters 

transition to renewable energy. Energy efficiency, electrification and demand management need to play 

key roles, with Federal Labor having committed to these across all industries. To truly drive down 

emissions, the Albanese Government must immediately end public funding for fossil fuels. 

Exports 

Australia’s exports have become increasingly dominated by fossil fuels. The top 10 goods represent 60% 

of total export value and 16% of GDP, of which 97% are fossil fuels or have high embodied emissions 

(Accenture 2021). Emissions produced during the mining, processing or manufactured stages in the 

goods value chain are considered as embodied emissions, including beef, and high energy intensity 

manufactured goods such as aluminium, or iron ore and metallurgical coal inputs into steel. Hence, 16% 

of Australia’s GDP is at risk as the world transitions to carbon neutral based on our current composition. 

While the energy transition puts some of our exports at risk, it also opens a path to new clean export 

opportunities. ACF sees a real opportunity in the NRF being used to drive Australia’s clean exports 

Together with WWF-Australia, ACTU and BCA, ACF released Sunshot: Australia’s opportunity to create 

395,000 clean export jobs (ACF 2021), which is a path for the country through the global transition to net-

zero that delivers new jobs. The analysis, completed by Accenture, demonstrates Australia could create 

395,000 new jobs by 2040 through investment in clean energy exports. We have included the report as 

part of this submission. By conservative estimates, Australia has the potential to generate $89 billion of 

gross value added gross (GVA), which is this is larger than the GVA of our fossil fuel industry today and 

with many more jobs (Accenture 2021). The same study also suggests that clean exports will create 

opportunities for workers across qualification levels; more than half of jobs would be in mining, 

manufacturing, and professional services, with 22% of direct and indirect jobs being in manufacturing. 

Australia’s largest clean export opportunities are in six main areas (ACF 2021): 

1. Renewable hydrogen and ammonia: We can make green hydrogen with 100% renewable energy. 

Hydrogen is a fuel that produces no carbon pollution when burnt. Renewable hydrogen is being 

called “the fuel of the future” because it could power manufacturing, heavy transport like 

shipping and metal refinery like steel – industries that are energy-intensive and very hard to 

decarbonise. 

2. Critical minerals mining and refining: Using responsible methods, we can mine, process and 

then export critical minerals that are essential for clean energy technologies, like lithium, cobalt 

and nickel for big batteries. 
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3. Green metals: We can mine and process metal ores (like iron ore) and export high-value metals 

such as aluminum and steel produced using 100% renewable energy. 

4. Battery production: We can export batteries manufactured in Australia, many of the components 

would be made from minerals that are mined and recycled right here at home. 

Together, critical minerals mining and refining, green metals and battery production means bringing 

more of the value of the supply chain onto Australian shores, capturing more of the benefits and 

boosting Australian manufacturing. 

5. Education and training: Australia is home to some of the world-class research centers on solar 

and wind energy and high quality education institutions. Driven by growing demand for skills in 

the clean energy sector, we can attract international student enrolments in clean energy and 

environment related fields of study at Australian Universities and VET institutions. 

6. Engineering, ICT and consulting services: We can export services required to scale clean energy 

projects globally, including engineering and project management, construction, research and 

technology, systems integration, and much more. 

Safeguard Mechanism  

Recommendation 9: that any funds from the National Reconstruction Fund provided to Safeguard 

Mechanism Participants only incentivise genuine investment in clean technologies by Australia’s major 

industrial emitters and not be used to fund new fossil fuel technologies or extending fossil fuel use. 

ACF agrees that funds such as the NRF (and the Powering the Regions Fund) are priority vehicles to 

support the Safeguard Mechanism (SGM). Support could be made available to qualifying ‘Trade-

Exposed Facilities’ in the SGM (approximately 80% of existing safeguard facilities are broadly defined as 

trade-exposed) through the NRF. 

The Safeguard Mechanism must drive real, lasting emissions reduction, stimulate investment in new 

technological solutions and make Australian industry more competitive in a low carbon global economy. 

As noted in previous ACF submissions on the SGM, to be successful the SGM must not rely heavily 

upon Australian Carbon Credit Units (ACCUs). The urgency of transition means that strong financing 

mechanisms are needed, and that funds will need to be made available for SGM participants in the next 

financial year. Any funds from the NRF must only incentivise genuine investment in clean technologies 

by Australia’s major industrial emitters, such as supporting manufacturing for  energy efficiency and 

electrification projects. Public funds should not be spent on purchasing offsets or pursuing technologies 
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that have failed to demonstrate a clear emissions reduction benefit despite large amounts of prior 

funding - such as some carbon capture and storage technologies in the fossil fuel sector. 

Governance 

Recommendation 10: Governance policies and regulation should be developed to reduce risks related to 

political interference, GHG targets, sustainability, and nature impacts. This includes the board being 

made of professionals with a clear mandate for sustainability and economic fairness, and community 

representatives holding them to account. 

It is important to protect the authority from political interference so that it can stay true to its mandated 

purpose. Governance structure, mandates, objectives and principles all need to be embedded in the 

legislation.  

This also means a broad mix of representation on the board, made up of professionals with a clear 

mandate for sustainability and economic fairness, and community representatives holding them to 

account. 

A National Reconstruction Fund Reference Group is to be established. This is to be made up of leaders from 

industry and finance to guide the development of the $15 billion fund and its investment mandate. ACF 

would support the addition of academics, peak bodies and sustainability professionals to ensure the 

decarbonisation needed to achieve our climate targets. 

Partnerships 

Recommendation 11: Provide additional funding for universities and other research institutions (such 

as CSIRO, Bureau of Meteorology, etc.) to scale research and new academic curriculum. Attract “high 

potential” PhD candidates by proving government sponsored scholarships in targeted clean energy 

research areas, linking a portion of scholarships to industry collaboration. 

ACF supports the NRF strengthening local partnerships, including with all levels of government, 

industry, Australian Universities, and social enterprises. Social enterprises could be supported by 

smaller state based funds before scaling up to a size accessing NRF. This may be particularly important 

as it is expected that the NRF may be slow to be established, including its governance. There are also 
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opportunities, such as partnering with existing organisations and networks established to tech startups 

hasten the transition, such as Energylab.3 

Universities are important not just for the research that they can contribute to new technologies, but 

combined with research organisations (such as CSIRO, Bureau of Meteorology, etc.), TAFEs, and 

Registered Training Organisations, are important for research and education and training of the 

significant workforce needed to be trained or reskilled, including attracting international student 

enrolments in clean energy and environment related fields of study. 

Net Zero Economy Taskforce  

Recommendation 12: That the NZET continues to meet, and ensure relevant minsters have line of site of 

all new funds, programs, agencies and policies implemented to transition the Australian economy.  

The Net-Zero Economy Taskforce4 (NZET) was established to inform Australia’s transformation to a net 

zero economy. It is currently expected to operate until mid-2023. ACF recommends that the NZET 

continues to meet, and ensure relevant minsters have line of site of all new funds, programs, agencies, 

and policies implemented to transition the Australian economy. The NZET must work with state 

governments, industry, unions, First Nations, R&D, and the education sector to develop this 

cooperative, unifying national approach. 

Finance 

The NRF will provide $15 billion of investment through a combination of loans, equity, co-investment 

and guarantees. It will be administered on the basis that it will achieve a return to cover borrowing costs, 

with an expected positive underlying cash impact. Investments are to be Australian based. Investment 

needs to ensure it supports rather than duplicates other investment vehicles and opportunities, such as 

the renewed focus for ARENA to support truly renewable energy, efficiency, electrification, and demand 

management (Bowen 2022).  

Regarding allocation of funding, while ACF supports emphasis on the regions, we don’t believe regions 

as such should be selected, but consideration should be made of the largest emitters and industries 

 

 

 

 
3 https://energylab.org.au/  
4 https://www.pmc.gov.au/domestic-policy/climate-change-energy-environment-and-adaptation/net-zero-economy-
taskforce  

https://energylab.org.au/
https://www.pmc.gov.au/domestic-policy/climate-change-energy-environment-and-adaptation/net-zero-economy-taskforce
https://www.pmc.gov.au/domestic-policy/climate-change-energy-environment-and-adaptation/net-zero-economy-taskforce
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hardest to abate. Other funds such as the Powering the Regions Fund address information and economic 

development asymmetry in the regions. 

While we note the NRF will not provide grants and will be required to generate a positive return across 

its investment portfolio. ACF would nonetheless like to note that this may mean missing on 

opportunities for innovation. Many small and medium businesses, social enterprise and NFPs 

developing innovative business models or products may not have the capacity to take on debt. Even 

interest free loans need their principal repaid.  It may be possible to have carve outs or exceptions for 

small business and social enterprises, managed through maximum grant sizes. An alternative fund 

parallel to the NRF could also be established.   

Complimentary Reforms 

Questions 

•  What are the non-financial barriers preventing businesses from making the most of opportunities for value-

add, growth and diversification in the priority areas? 

•  Are there non-financial mechanisms that could support priority areas and the objectives of the NRF? 

•  How could the NRF work alongside other complementary reforms to best deliver on the Government’s policy 

priorities? 

•  To what extent are other levers required to support the objectives of the NRF (for example, skills, trade, supply 

chains)? 

•  How does the NRF, with other private and Government settings, drive the right ecosystems for sustainable 

industry growth? 

Procurement 

Recommendation 13: Federal Government work with state and local governments to improve 

procurement policies to help drive markets in Australian zero carbon manufacturing. 

The purchasing policies of all levels of government can provide a powerful incentive for pioneers in zero 

carbon production, supporting indigenous programs, renewable energy, Australian made products and 

social enterprises and innovative business models. 

Auditing and retrofit programs  

Recommendation 14: The Federal government establish industrial, commercial, and residential energy 

efficiency and performance auditing and retrofit programs as part of its National Energy Performance 

Strategy to create markets for renewable energy and energy efficiency manufacturing. 
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Energy efficiency programs, policy, and legislation, are the responsibility of the states, enabled through 

their residential tenancy legislation, or commercial and industrial policy. Some states and territories 

have enacted energy rental efficiency minimum standards for example, but they are lacking. Most states, 

however, have failed to modernise and enact energy efficiency minimum standards and mandatory 

disclosure. There is nonetheless a great opportunity for the federal government to fund a nation-

building industrial, commercial, and residential energy efficiency auditing and retrofit program 

(including manufacturing). 

National Clean Exports Strategy 

Recommendation 15: The Federal Government commit to the development of a 1.5 degree aligned 

National Clean Exports Strategy.  

ACF have previously recommended that the ALP commit to the development of a 1.5 degree aligned 

National Clean Exports Strategy (Accenture 2021). Without a Renewable Exports Strategy, Australia 

risks a disjointed and unplanned transition in which workers and communities don’t have the adequate 

time, training or planning to maintain well-paying and secure jobs in future-proofed industries. A 

national strategy would: 

• catalyse investment in renewables and the full range of export opportunities  

• put in place the necessary infrastructure 

• support research and development  

• develop the long-term skills required to take advantage of growing global demand for clean 

energy commodities, goods, and services. 

Approvals and environmental and social protection. 

Recommendation 16: The Federal and State Governments to consult with Industry, communities, and 

environmental organisations to improve approvals frameworks, processes, and resourcing, while also 

improving environmental and social impact processes and resourcing. 

Replacing coal and gas with renewables will require a rapid and large-scale build of renewable energy, 

energy transmission infrastructure and critical mineral mining. To achieve a net zero Australia and 

exports, Australia will require up to 15 times more electricity than is generated today, all of which must 

be renewable or zero emissions, and a commitment to commercialise new industries such as renewable 

hydrogen and green steel. This build must not harm nature, but should deliver benefits for nature and 

people and have free, prior, and informed consent from Traditional Custodians. All projects should be 

assessed through rigorous and independent environmental impact assessment processes, and decisions 

about acceptable levels of impacts and suitable conditions on approvals should be independent, science 

based and informed by the precautionary principle. 
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This of course in turn requires significant resources for approvals and environmental and social impact 

assessment. Industry professionals have informed ACF that the barrier to speedy approvals is the lack of 

professional staff and resources in state government departments. Poor community engagement and 

environmental protection has been noted in the Integrated System Plan as a considerable risk to social 

license for renewable energy and transmission developments. A clear balance is needed between 

approvals, community engagement and environmental assessment processes. While ACF supports 

processes such as national planning and formation of renewable energy zones to expediate renewables 

build, any expediency must not circumvent the protection of nature, culture and community values in 

Australia.    

Employment and Training  

Recommendation 17: The federal government should develop a targeted workplace and skills strategy, 

including national and regional skills assessment, subsidies for retraining at university and certificate 

level courses, to ensure there is a sufficient pipeline of local and international workers and students 

trained in the critical minerals, modern manufacturing and ensure there is the workforce in place to 

meet the increased demand. 

There will be a strong need to assist workers to retrain or diversify their work skills. According to 

research by Accenture on behalf of ACF, WWF-Australia, ACTU and BCA, Australia could create 

395,000 new jobs through investment in clean energy exports, and that these jobs will mostly be in the 

regions (Accenture 2021). The federal government should develop a targeted workplace and skills 

strategy, including policies to ensure there is a sufficient pipeline of workers and students trained in the 

critical minerals, modern manufacturing and ensure there is the workforce in place to meet the increased 

demand.  The federal government should work with industry and VET providers to identify 

opportunities to upskill existing workforce and reskill workers from declining industries, informed by 

the Future Battery Industries Cooperative Research Centre (FBICRC) national workforce development 

strategy.5 

Recommendation 18: Explore safe pathways for international students to return to Australia. Retain 

global talent by scaling new visas/work permits/pathways for “high-potential” individuals in areas 

where there is high demand and low domestic expertise. 

Like Australia, there are also gaps identified in other nations regarding university level education for 

energy, manufacturing and sustainability professionals needed for transition (ILO 2019). With border 

 

 

 

 
5 https://fbicrc.com.au/vocational-skills-gap-assessment-and-workforce-development-plan/  

https://fbicrc.com.au/vocational-skills-gap-assessment-and-workforce-development-plan/
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closures and restricted mobility due COVID, the value of education related export decreased 

significantly to $30bn in 2020 (Accenture 2021). Federal government support should include funding and 

programs for universities attracting international student enrolments in clean energy and environment 

related fields of study. 

Training should include not just trades, but also Engineering, ICT & consulting services. This demand 

could be met through retraining of coal and gas workers given their existing relevant skills. Enrolment 

and completion of resources related to training and education have significantly decreased and policy is 

required to ensure there is an adequately trained workforce.  Some states have subsidised certificate 

level courses through state based TAFE,6,7 while Queensland has the Apprenticeship, Employment and 

Community Services BUSY At Work program8 supporting workers over 40 years old to change careers. 

The federal government could implement similar programs, subsiding all ages for energy, transition and 

manufacturing related courses at the university and VET levels. 

Recommendation 19: Establish a Transition Authority 

Strong policy action, as outlined in our Sunshot report (Accenture 2021) and in this submission, will be 

required to drive clean energy opportunities and create new employment. Other funds and multi-sector 

transition needs to be integrated, ensuring funds, training and assistance is not duplicated or 

counterproductive. A transition authority with an appropriate budget would be required to support a 

just transition for regions, workers and families currently supported by employment in carbon--

intensive industries, support for low-carbon materials in major infrastructure projects; co-investment in 

new industries and coordinated investment in renewable energy powered industrial precincts. A 

National Just Transition Authority would coordinate economic diversification for regions currently 

reliant on jobs in coal and gas, like Victoria’s Latrobe Valley, New South Wales’ Hunter Valley, and 

Central Queensland’s Gladstone Region. 

  

 

 

 

 
6 https://tafeqld.edu.au/courses/apply-and-enrol/subsidised-training/fee-free-tafe  
7 https://www.tafensw.edu.au/fee-free-short-courses  
8 https://www.busyatwork.com.au/  

https://tafeqld.edu.au/courses/apply-and-enrol/subsidised-training/fee-free-tafe
https://www.tafensw.edu.au/fee-free-short-courses
https://www.busyatwork.com.au/
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